
 
For Game Version: 0.7 

Warning! This is the only official 

walkthrough  

released by VEGA Studio, contains story 

spoilers. 

Walkthrough describes all requirements,  

locations and times for every scene. 

Scenes are in chronological order  

for each given character. 

If you have a question/complaint 

contact us at 

www.patreon.com/vegastudio 
 

http://www.patreon.com/vegastudio


Intro  

Julia:   

 After intro scene (Evening) 

 Morning scene (Unavoidable) 

Interaction scenes: 

 Kitchen - morning (Mon., Wen., Fri.) (+1 love point) 

Living room - afternoon (Needs to have Painkillers in inventory, 

this scene is random and can occur only during workdays) 

 Julia’s room  - evening (Unspecified) 

  

Living room - afternoon (Unspecified) 

Bathroom scene 1 (Evening) and (love points > 5) 

 First touches (Evening) and (love points > 8) 

Julia's room scene (Afternoon, Random) and (requires previous evening 

scene) 

Mysterious phone call (First floor, Kitchen, Morning, Requires you to have 

interaction scene  "Julia's room - evening" and love points > 8) (Triggers 

automatically when going downstairs from the second floor in the 

morning) 

Last calls (Julia’s room, morning, requires “Mysterious phone call” to be 

completed) 

Always there for her (Kitchen, morning, requires “Mysterious phone call” to 

be completed) 

Julia’s room scene 2 (Julia’s room, evening, Requires you to have all 

previous scenes completed) 

Bathroom spying (Bathroom, evening, requires you to have “Julia’s room 

scene 2”) 

Picture has get out of the house (Living room, afternoon, requires you to 

have “Bathroom spying” scene completed) 



 

 

 

 

Emily:  

 After intro scene (Evening) 

 Interaction scenes: 

  Living room - morning (Tue., Thu.) (currently love point + 1) 

  Living room – morning (Thu.) (required scene “Julia’s room scene 2”) 

 Living room scene (Morning) 

Mc's room scene 1(Morning, Requires Living room morning scene, blocks 

Emily's interactions scenes in the living room during the  mornings) 

 Emily’s room scene 1 (Evening) and (love points > 5) 

Living room scene (Afternoon, Random) and (requires Emily love points > 5 

and Emily's room scene 1) 

 

Katherine: 

Café scene (Morning and money >= 7$, unlocks location "Coffee Shop", 

Scene is automatically triggered when trying to leave home in the 

morning, See In-game Log) 

Morning Visit(Morning, More info via email, Requires Cafe scene and 

email, unlocks location "Katherine's house") 

Evening Visit(Evening, Katherine's house, Living room, requires you to have 

unlocked scene "Morning Visit") 

New found exercise(Morning, Katherine's house, Bedroom, Requires you to 

have unlocked scene "Evening Visit") 

Yoga 1(Morning, Katherine's house, Garden, Requires you to have 

unlocked scene "New found exercise") 



Unusual hobby (Afternoon, Katherine’s bedroom, Required click on the 

gun in bed table, only during workdays) 

 

Amanda: 

 Email 1. (Day at least 3) 

 Email 2. (Day at least 4, Requires you to read email above) 

 Email 3. (Day at least 5, Requires you to read email above) 

 Email 4. (Day at least 6, Requires you to read email above) 

 Email 5. (Day at least 7, Requires you to read email above) 

Unexpected visit: (Katherine’s house, Living room, morning, Requires you 

to have all previous emails unlocked and yoga scene with Katherine) 

 

Andrew/Steve: 

First Encounter(Night, Coffee Shop, Triggered via email, At night go to 

location "Coffee Shop" Requires day at least 2 and completed Coffee 

with Katherine, unlocks location "Office", Office is not yet implemented) 

 

Dream scenes: 

 Dream 1 (Auto after intro day) 

 Dream 2 (Coffee with Katherine, Emily's room scene 1, Julia's breast 

 touching) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PC:  

 Emails: 

Katherine: Visit me.. (read email to unlock Kate's house and gain 

information, progresses the story with Katherine) 

Steve: We need to meet...(read email to progress in the story, 

progresses mc's main story) 

 Internet: 

  Attent.ion (Cost 30$, minigame to increase focus level,  

completing "Normal mode" = focus level +1, completing "Uber 

mode" = focus level + 4) 

 Scene replay: 

Here you can view and replay all unlocked non-repeatable scenes, 

use this as a guide for locked scenes 

 Bathtub: 

(Available in the evening and the night, to get more scenes you 

need to increase you focus through pc game, this scene advances 

time by 1 and is accessible only once a day) 

 

Achievements Guide: 

 So You’ve made it  (Complete the game intro) 

Real Sweetheart (Send message and compliment Julia during the 

intro) 

Playful Gentleman (Open the door and play a little game with 

Katherine in the cafe) 

More Like EZ Mode (Play and complete the “Uber mode” in 

“Attent.ion” minigame) 



Pill Hunt (Find and bring Julia her painkillers) 

Third Eye (Play “Attent.ion” minigame and get focus level 

to 10) 

Gifted Kid (Speak with Katherine and learn about her gift) 

Unusual Hobby (Unlocked after a warehouse scene with 

Katherine) 

 

  


